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Abstract: In some industrial situations such as web processes, charging of large planar
insulating surfaces can give risk of electrostatic discharges that could ignite flammable
process materials such as solvent vapours. Charging of the material has for some
years been evaluated using electrostatic field measurements to estimate surface
charge densities. In a planar system, the threshold risk of an electrostatic discharge
has been equated with a surface charge density of about 25 μCm-2 required to
produce a field strength exceeding about 3 MVm-1, the breakdown field strength of air.
It is known that where a small radius earthed conducting object approaches a charged
insulator, intensification of the field strength occurs at the surface of the object.
Similarly, the field strength is increased by the presence of a field meter near the
surface. This paper investigates the effect of field concentration by an object near the
charged insulator and the conditions leading to electrostatic discharges using analysis,
electrostatic field modelling and experiments. The results are applied to understanding
and quantification of the effect on measurements and safety factor indicated for
evaluation of electrostatic discharge risk introduced by the earthed conductor in this
situation.
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interesting quantitative studies on the electrostatic 
processes between an insulating plane and a 
spherical electrode. However, in order to be 
accepted for journal publication, the manuscript 
needs major revision and significant improvements. 

In addition, the quality of several figures is low; 
there are some typos which should have been 
corrected during proofreading; the citation of most 
references also needs to follow journal's guideline.  

Thank you for your interesting and useful comments 
and questions. 

We have made revisions and improved figures. 

1. The entire Section 5 is missing.  Sec. 5 has been inserted. 

2. In Section 3, the equations underlying the curves 
in Figs. 4-7 should be provided. 

Equations added for each Figure 
Figure 6 has been deleted and following figures 
renumbered. 

3. Figure 2 the experimental setup. "18 mm" in the 
4th line above the figure should be "18 cm"? Later 
the authors mentioned field linearization plates, 
which are not presented in this figure. 

18 mm is the correct figure covering when the PTFE 
target is horizontal above the ground plane. We 
have added a few words to clarify. 

4. Figure 4 y-axis. The unit of electric field should be 
kV/mm, not V/mm. 

Units of electric field in Figure 4 corrected.  
Thank-you. 

5. Figure 7 needs some clarification. It seems that 
for distance 0 the charge density has some value. 
How is it possible? 

Discussion is added describing why the charge 
density increases for gaps D less than 1 cm. Added 
also is a note that the focus of this work is on 
discharges that occur at larger gaps when the charge 
density exceed the minimum value.  

6. Figure 9 (new Figure 8): it would be much more 
informative to include the spread of the 
measurement results. 

We certainly appreciate that variability in measured 
results is important. This figure, however, illustrates 
the results of computer modelling in which there is 
no experimental variation in results. 

7. Figure 12 seems redundant. All information has 
been included in Figure 11. 

Fig 12 has been deleted 

8. Figure 14: why in some cases the transferred 
charge is zero? 

Where the charged transferred is zero presumably 
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discussion to the text 

9. Figure 15 and Figure 16: how did the authors 
determine the time and position of the movement 
by hand? 

The electrode was mounted on a retort stand held 
in position against a guide fitted with a rule. This 
maintained the probe on the axis of the target as 
the distance was varied by hand. A pointer on the 
retort stand indicated the electrode-target gap. (± 1 
mm). After setting the recorder running the retort 
stand was moved by hand towards the target. The 
speed of approach was not accurately controlled but 
was reasonably representative of a speed that might 
be used in practical ignition tests (in which the 
probes are typically hand held and manipulated.  

We have added clarification of the arrangement in 
Section 2 and improved the description in 6.4. 

10. Table 1: why are some data missing? We have reviewed the table and deleted two of the 
rows concerned. The remaining row was an example 
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and a very important practical problem of the risk 
assessment of the electrostatic discharge. This 
discharge can lead to explosions, whose probability 
needs to be reduced. The paper presents a new 
model for evaluating the effect of electric field 
concentration for the situation when a small 
conducting object approaches a charged insulating 
surface. 
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understanding of the process. In my opinion, it fully 
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1. Section 2, first paragraph below Fig.1: "the PTFE 
target was charged with corona discharge to create 
a reasonably constant surface charge density" - 
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uniformity verified? 

This is a good point. The local charge density 
variation was not verified and variation across the 
surface and between experiments can be expected. 
Nevertheless the experiments depends more on the 
total effect of charge on the region around the 
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gaps) . Our field measurements and induced charge 
on the electrode (e.g. Figure 9) confirmed 
reasonably reproducible results. Some discussion 
has been added in 6.1. 

2. Section 2, second paragraph below Fig.1: 
"approximately 18 mm above a ground plane". I 
would think this distance has a strong effect on the 
deposited surface charge density. Why was this not 
fixed to a precise value? Why was the insulating 
surface not lying on the ground plane?  

The minimum distance was dictated by the 
construction of the apparatus frame from tubular 
polymer material. Some variation was caused by 
warping of the PTFE sheet, for example  under 
gravity and due to imperfections in the frame 
construction. 

We considered it advantageous to have the target a 
distance from the underlying ground plane during 
charging as this reduced the strength of charging 
and gave improved charging uniformity, reducing 
the effect of gap variations which were difficult to 
avoid.  

We have added some explanation under Fig 1. 

Page 3, Fig.2: This Figure doesn't really provide any 
new information to that in Fig.1. The same with Fig. 
3 on page 4.  

We have replaced Fig 2 with a photograph showing 
instead the EFM51 field meter  mounted in the 
place of the electrodes and details such as the 
ground plane and guide with rule, and the EFM51 
with field plate 

Page 4, Fig. 4: is this Figure copied from literature. If 
yes, please provide a reference.  

This is an original figure from one of the authors 
based on the theoretical considerations given. 

Page 7, Fig.8: this diagram suggests that the surface 
charge density was present on both sides of the 
charged insulating sheet. Is this true? This may be 
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target only. 
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rows concerned. The remaining row was an example 
of a “no discharge” result and the gaps have been 
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discussion. It is obvious that the presence of the 
linearizing plate changes the electric field 
distribution. Why "in normal use with gap around 25 
mm the field would be overestimated approximately 
by a factor of 2"?  

We don’t understand the difficulty here. The field 
meter used as supplied, at a distance of 25 mm, 
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Abstract  

In some industrial situations such as web processes, charging of large planar insulating surfaces can give 

risk of electrostatic discharges that could ignite flammable process materials such as solvent vapours. 

Charging of the material has for some years been evaluated using electrostatic field measurements to 

estimate surface charge densities. In a planar system, the threshold risk of an electrostatic discharge has 

been equated with a surface charge density of about 25 μCm-2 required to produce a field strength 

exceeding about 3 MVm-1, the breakdown field strength of air. It is known that where a small radius 

earthed conducting object approaches a charged insulator, intensification of the field strength occurs at 

the surface of the object. Similarly, the field strength is increased by the presence of a field meter near 

the surface. This paper investigates the effect of field concentration by an object near the charged 

insulator and the conditions leading to electrostatic discharges using analysis, electrostatic field 

modelling and experiments. The results are applied to understanding and quantification of the effect on 

measurements and safety factor indicated for evaluation of electrostatic discharge risk introduced by the 

earthed conductor in this situation.  

Initiation of a discharge to a spherical measurement electrode requires that the field strength at the 

surface of the electrode exceeds the breakdown field strength and other factors. This occurs at different 

induced charge levels on the electrode for different electrode diameter. Discharges could occur with 

electrode-target gap around 10-20 mm at lower charge density than with smaller gaps. The threshold of 

discharges occurring was reached at lower charge density for a smaller 16.6 mm diameter electrode, 

which might be important when evaluating ignition risk for Group IIC flammable materials. Conversely 

higher charge transfer was confirmed with 25.4 mm electrode above the threshold for discharges 

occurring.  

 

Keywords: Modeling, Electric field, Charge transfer, Electrostatic field measurements, electrostatic 

discharge risk evaluation 

1 Introduction 
In some industrial situations such as web processes, charging of large planar insulating surfaces can give 

risk of electrostatic discharges that could ignite flammable process materials such as solvent vapours or 

gases [1], [2], [3].  

Charging of the material has for some years been evaluated using electrostatic field measurements to 

estimate surface charge densities [4], [5]. In a planar system, the threshold risk of an electrostatic 

discharge has been equated with a surface charge density of about 25 μC m-2 required to produce a field 

strength exceeding about 3 MV m-1, the breakdown field strength of air.  

The ignition risk from electrostatic discharges from charged insulators has also been evaluated by 

measuring the charge transferred in electrostatic discharges (ESD) drawn from the surface using 

spherical electrodes of various diameters [1], [3], [6], [7]. Gibson & Lloyd [1] found that the nature of 

the discharge changed with electrode size, changing from corona to “spark type” (probably now usually 

called brush discharge) as the hemispherical electrode diameter increased from 1 mm to 10 mm. The 

latter could ignite various flammable solvent-vapour-air mixtures. 

It is known that where a small radius earthed conducting object approaches the charged insulator, 

intensification of the field strength occurs at the surface of the object. Similarly, the field strength is 
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increased by the presence of a field meter near the surface. Various workers have shown that the 

breakdown field strength at the surface of a spherical electrode increases with reducing electrode 

diameter [8], [9], [10]. The field strength at the surface of the sphere is also modified by the presence of 

a nearby charged conductive or insulative plane.  

This paper is to use electrostatic field modelling and experiments to investigate the effect of field 

concentration by an object near the charged insulator. The results are applied to understanding and 

quantification of the effect of the earthed conductor (field meter or spherical discharge probe) in this 

situation on common measurements and evaluation of electrostatic discharge risk. 

2 Experimental arrangement 
The experimental arrangement for experimental work is shown in Figure 1, Figure 2. This is also used 

as the basis for analytical analysis and computer modelling. 

Figure 1. Experimental arrangement 

In practical experiments, the PTFE target was charged with corona discharge to create a reasonably 

constant surface charge density. In practice the local charge density could not be verified and variation 

across the target surface and between experiments can be expected. This is discussed in 6.1. The charge 

induced on the spherical electrode at gaps D of 300, 250, 200, 150, 100, 50, 20, 10, and 5 mm, was 

measured as the electrode was brought in from a distance.  

The target was charged in the horizontal position, lowered to lie approximately 18 mm above a ground 

plane. The charge density could be varied by variation of the corona charging voltage on 3 pins on a 

hand held wand that was passed in 6 passes over the entire surface, with the points approximately 10 

mm from the target surface. 

The target was mounted at a distance from the underlying ground plane during charging as this reduced 

the strength of charging and gave improved charging uniformity and reproducibility. The minimum gap 

between ground plane and target was dictated by the dimensions of the tubular polymer material which 

formed the apparatus frame. Some variation of gap was caused by warping of the PTFE sheet under 

gravity and due to imperfections in the frame construction. The gap had the effect of reducing the effect 

of gap variations which were difficult to avoid in practice. 

 

  



 

 

Figure 2. Practical experimental arrangement showing (left) EFM51 field meter (without field plate) 

fitted in apparatus in the place of electrodes and (right) field plate fitted to EFM51 

The electrodes (probes) used were representative of those specified in the standards [3], [6], [7] for 

electrostatic discharge charge transfer measurements in electrostatic hazard evaluation. The electrode 

diameters were 16.6 and 25.4 mm. The spherical electrodes were mounted on an earthed metal handle 

that enabled handling of the probes as well as shielding the internal wiring connecting to the electrode 

(Figure 3). The handle terminated in a BNC connector that enabled easy connection via coaxial cable to 

a charge measurement system. The charge induced in the electrode or transferred in a discharge was 

measured using a JCI 145 coulombmeter. The probes were supported by insulating supports held in a 

movable metal retort stand. The stand was held against a wooden guide fitted with a rule. The guide 

ensured that the electrode could be moved by hand along the axis concentric with the target plane. A 

pointer fixed to the retort stand and moving over the rule indicated the electrode-target gap with an 

estimated accuracy of ± 1 mm. The electrodes could thus be set in repeatable distance positions along 

the axis concentric to the target and moved along the axis towards or away from the target as desired. 

 

Figure 3. Charge measurement electrodes 

3 Analytical work 
Analytical work examined a number of aspects pertinent to an electrostatic discharge occurring between 

a spherical electrode and a charged planar target material. The well known Paschen’s Law [11], [12] 

shows that the breakdown voltage and hence breakdown electrostatic field strength and charge density 
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is expected to vary with proximity to the charged sheet (Figure 4). The Modified Paschen’s Law limits 

the electric field at small gaps to account for field emission and other non-linear mechanisms that were 

experimentally avoided in early experiments by using polished electrodes and pressures below 

atmospheric pressure. This leads to the conclusion that for a fixed surface charge density and an 

approaching electrode, breakdown will occur at gaps larger than about 10 m.    

 

Figure 4. The Paschen curve (1 At pressure) and implications for electrostatic field and charge density 

required for breakdown. 

The following 6-part expression summarizes experimentally observed breakdown voltages (see Annex).  
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The electric field E in Figure 4 is the Paschen breakdown voltage VPaschen divided by the gap d, which is 

the uniform electric field across the gap. 
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The charge density s in Figure 4 is the uniform charge density on each side of the gap determined by 

the electric field E. 

 0s PaschenE   

Britton [13] gave equations based on Heidelberg [14] allowing calculation of the axial electrostatic field 

Ez as a function of distance z from the charged sheet.  
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Evaluate this expression for z=D to find the electric field at the tip of the spherical electrode having 

radius R as a function of gap D from the plane to the tip of the spherical electrode. L is the circular disc 

diameter having charge density sheet.  
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This confirms that the axial field on the electrode tip at z = D decreases with increasing gap D and 

electrode diameter R (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5. Field at electrode tip for 5, 8.3, 12.7 and 20 mm sphere radius (10, 16.3, 25.4 and 40 mm 

diameter) and 400 mm diameter target at 5 µC m-2 charge density 



Breakdown between a charged 400 mm diameter target and our electrodes is suppressed when the 

electric field is less than the Paschen field. The critical charge density Crit makes the axial electric field 

equal to the Paschen field (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Critical target charge density for the onset of ionization at the tip of 12.6 and 8.3 mm radius 

(16.6 and 25.4 mm diameter) electrode 



The axial electric field at the electrode tip is the maximum electric field when the electrode is far from 

the charged, circular disc. When the gap between the electrode tip and the charged, circular disc is less 

than about 1 cm, the critical charge density increases sharply because the Paschen electric field increases 

(see Figure 2). At small gaps D, the maximum electric field also shifts away from the electrode tip [17]. 

The increase in the Paschen field at small gaps together with the shift in the maximum electric field 

away from the tip suggest that discharges will occur away from the electrode tip.  

In this work, we focus on discharges that occur at gaps D larger than 1 cm when the charge densities 

exceed the minimum. 

4 Computer modelling 
The electrical field, potential and charge were investigated by numerical simulation in the commercial 

software COMSOL, which uses Finite Element Analysis.  This was used to solve Maxwell’s equations 

in the electrostatic approximation for an irrotational electric field by discretising problem spaces into a 

mesh of “elements” defined by nodes and edges. The solution inside each element is defined by an 

approximate polynomial function, and the full problem space calculation is reduced to only solving for 

the values at the nodes. Electrostatic solutions are generally used where dielectrics can be considered to 

be ideal and all materials have a permittivity and zero conductivity.  Conductors are typically represented 

by boundaries of equal electrical potential.   The electric field and charges in the system are determined 

by solving Poisson’s equation for the electric field 𝐄:   

∇ ∙ (𝜀𝐄) = 𝜌            or           ∇ ∙ (𝜀∇𝜙) = −𝜌 

where 𝜙 is the electric field, 𝜀 is the electrical permittivity of the material(s) and 𝜌 is the free charge 

density.  

The experimental arrangement was modelled as a simple axisymmetric sphere-plane geometry, 

cylindrically symmetrical around the mutual central axis of the electrode and the holder. This required 

simplification of the square target a 200 mm radius plane, defined as a surface having fixed charge 

density of 5 µCm-2.   

The problem space for the simulations is shown in Figure 7a), with the charged target plate, the 

measurement electrode and the holder defined as boundaries around a homogeneous material. All 

charges are assumed to be bound rather than free and with a homogeneous material, the solution of the 

electrical potential and the electric field is dependent only on the geometry of the system and not on the 

properties of the material. The general equation then reduces to Laplace’s equation: 

 

∇2𝜙 = 0 

 



 

Figure 7. Computer model of probe and charge insulating plane 

The boundary conditions for the rotationally symmetrical problem space are shown in Figure 7b. The 

spherical electrode and the holder were defined as metallic zero potential surfaces. An “infinite” zero 

potential boundary is defined by the outer quarter circle, which is placed at a distance significantly larger 

than the target. All other boundaries are zero flux or Neumann boundaries. 

  



 

5 Results of computer modelling 
Figure 8 shows electrostatic field modelling results. Figure 8a shows the field from the target alone in 

the absence of a measurement electrode. Figure 8b shows the effect of introducing a 25.4 mm diameter 

charge transfer measurement electrode of the design of Figure 3. The field from the target can clearly 

be seen to be coupling not just to the spherical measurement electrode tip, but also to the earthed metal 

handle. In Figure 8c the field coupling to the spherical electrode alone is shown. It can be clearly seen 

that this coupling is to a limited area of the target, rather than the whole target area. 

 

Figure 8. Electrostatic field model results a) field from target with no measurement electrode present 

b) field with electrode present (gap 100 mm), including handle c) showing the field coupling of the 

spherical electrode with the target 

Figure 9 to Figure 12 show the field strengths found at the target center and electrode tip, as the gap is 

increased between 1 mm and 1000 mm (log scale).   



 

Figure 9. Field at target and electrode tip, and the field ratio (intensification) vs gap in mm - 40 mm 

sphere 

Figure 10. Field at target and electrode tip, and the field ratio (intensification) vs gap in mm - 25 mm 

sphere 

 

 



Figure 11. Field at target and electrode tip, and the field ratio (intensification) vs gap in mm - 16.6 mm 

sphere 

 

Figure 12. Field at target and electrode tip, and the field ratio (intensification) vs gap in mm - 10 mm 

sphere 

6 Experimental results 
6.1 Charge density calibration 

An EFM51 electrostatic field meter was fitted with a 194 x 161 mm earthed field plate made from copper 

clad epoxy material. The field reading from this showed good agreement with the calculated field from 

a metal plate at 100 V at known distance from the meter. 



The surface charge density calculated from field meter readings for various corona charging voltages 

(average of 3 runs) is shown in Figure 13. The results show reasonable reproducibility although there is 

some indication of “flattening off” above 12 kV.  

In contrast, the induced charge Qi on 16.6 mm and 25.4 mm probes held at 20mm from the target show 

a linear rise with corona voltage up to 13 kV. Discharges were observed at 13 kV corona voltage for the 

25 mm probe and 11 kV for the 16 mm probe in this arrangement, corresponding with 54 nC and 26 nC 

induced charge respectively. 

This figure suggests that the field meter measurements show variation from an unknown source at higher 

field strengths. This variation is not shown in the induced charge on the spherical probes, suggesting 

that it is linked to use of the field meter. The meter has an annular projection around the sensor window. 

This might go into corona discharge at high electrostatic field and reduce the charge density on the 

target. The charge density indicated by probes induced charge showed better linearity than indicated by 

meter readings. Neither probe showed any flattening off of the response at the corona voltage levels 

tried. 

Figure 13. Induced charge on 16.6 mm and 25.4 mm probes at 20 mm distance, and charge density 

calculated from electrostatic field readings, vs corona voltage. 

Both the field meter and induced charge measurement results are likely to depend on the effect of charge 

density over a significant area of the target surface rather than small area local charge density. Although 

no attempt was made to verify the small area local charge density variation, the results are consistent 

with reasonably reproducible and constant charge density over the surface. 

 

6.2 Variation of field with distance from charged PTFE target measured with and 
without field plate 

The field measured with and without the field linearising plate is shown in Figure 14 as a function of 

distance from the charged PTFE target. The charging corona voltage was 6 kV. With the field plate 

fitted, the field was remarkably constant over the range 10 – 50 mm, as predicted by a simple capacitor 

model [4], [5]. Some reduction was apparent as distance increased above 20 mm and reduced below 

10mm. 

The indicated field strength of the meter alone Em was approximately twice the field E with field plate 

fitted, for distances from 50 mm to 25 mm. As the distance reduced below 25 mm, the ratio Em/E 

increased as distance reduced, exceeding 3 at 5 mm distance. It is likely this relationship would vary 

with the design of the field meter. 



Figure 14. Field measured as a function of distance with and without the field plate 

6.3 Induced voltage on probes as a function of distance 

The induced charge on the probes as a function of distance is shown in Figure 15. 

  

Figure 15. Induced charge on spherical electrodes as function of distance 0 – 300 mm (Vc = 6kV) 

It is worth noting that the induced charge remains relatively constant over a small range of distance, 

especially for the smaller probe. This could make induced charge on a spherical probe a practical means 

of evaluating the state of charge of a large charged planar insulating surface in industrial processes. Field 

meters of course operate by induced charge on the sensor plates [14]. Nevertheless, the relation between 

a field meter reading and the surface charge density is not always clear as it is affected by the meter 

design and geometry as well as other factors. The spherical probe gives a defined geometry that can 

clarify this. Against this, used in this way the measurement would be subject to possible errors from 

coulombmeter drift or corona ion current that could affect results. 

 

6.4 Charge induced and transferred in discharges 

The 16.6 mm and 25.4 mm probes were set to just touch the raised target when it was raised.  

After charging, the target was raised to position. Typically, after touching and fixing in position the 

target relaxed to about 1 mm distance from the probe. The total induced and transferred charge was 

noted in the raised position in Figure 16 for the 16.6 mm probe and in Figure 17 for the 25.4 mm probe. 

The target was then lowered, and the final accumulated charge measured. Where the transferred charge 

Qt was zero, it was presumed that no significant discharge had taken place. This is consistent with the 

field remaining below a threshold for breakdown of the electrode-target gap but is discussed further in 

Section 7.2. 

 



Figure 16. Total induced and transferred charge Qit and transferred charge Qt vs corona voltage for 

16.6 mm probe 

Figure 17. Total induced and transferred charge Qit and transferred charge Qt vs corona voltage  for 

25.4 mm probe 

The smaller 16.6 mm probe experienced brush discharges at a lower charge density (corona voltage) 

than the 25 mm probe. Except for one anomalous result at 8kV the 25.4 mm probe did not record 

discharges below 10 kV corona voltage. The 16.6 mm probe recorded discharges from about 8 kV 

upwards. This might be consistent with higher field strengths at the surface of the smaller probe. 

Nevertheless, when discharges ensued with the 25.4 mm probe they tended to have higher charge 

transferred in the discharge.  

This was investigated further by moving electrodes in from a distance (500 mm) by hand along the 

concentric axis of the target.  

The induced and transferred charge in discharges was recorded using computer based oscilloscope 

software. The recording was started and the electrode then moved by hand along the axis towards the 

target by sliding the retort stand along the guide and rule. The rate of approach was estimated to be 

around 20 mm s-1. This simulates the situation in which a hand held probe is brought towards a target 

during a practical charge transfer test such as described in [2]. 

As the electrode approached the charged target until either a discharge occur or the target was touched. 

The electrode approach was halted at this point and the charge and distance at which this occurred noted 

from the rule. The electrode was then be withdrawn to 500 mm distance and the final charge accumulated 

by the coulombmeter could then be measured. A typical waveform is shown in Figure 18.  



 

Figure 18. Charge induced and discharged to 25 mm electrode as electrode was moved from 500 mm 

distance to discharge point and then returned to 500 mm distance (V= – 20 kV) 

The charge induced threshold at the time of discharge qid, and the charge transferred in the discharge qd, 

and the final charge qf accumulated by the coulombmeter could be measured from the waveform. In the 

example waveform above, the values are 95 nC, 33 nC and 80 nC respectively, with the discharge 

occurring at 4 mm gap. Waveforms without discharges lacked the fast step corresponding to charge 

being transferred. 

 

Figure 19 Charge induced and discharged to 16.6 mm electrode as the electrode was moved from 500 

mm distance to discharge point and then returned to 500 mm distance (V= – 20 kV) 

Figure 19 shows a similar waveform obtained with the 16.6 mm diameter electrode. In this case the 

values obtained for qid, qd, and qf were 29 nC, 121 nC and 125 nC respectively, with the discharge 

occurring at 60 mm gap.  

The values obtained for qid, qd, and qf were recorded, with the gap at which discharge occurred, for 

several discharges with both electrodes at various corona charging voltages (Table 1). There was 

considerable variation in discharges obtained in this way, and the resulting values.  

  

approach 

discharge 
Final 
charge 

withdrawal 

qid 

qd 

qf 



Table 1. Induced charge threshold of discharge the charge transferred in the discharge qd, and the final 

charge qf accumulated by the coulombmeter in recorded discharges 

Electrode 

dia (mm) 

Corona 

voltage 

(kV) 

Threshold 

of discharge  

qid (nC) 

Transferred 

charge 

qd (nC) 

Final 

charge 

qf (nC) 

ESD 

detected 

 Discharge 

gap (mm) 

25.4 18 73 33 66 Yes 12 

25.4 20 95 33 80 Yes 12 

25.4 20 73 97 132 Yes 32 

25.4 20 92 39 92 Yes 8 

16.6 20 29 121 125 Yes 60 

16.6 20 109 30 115 Yes 60 

16.6 20 84 28 90 Yes 65 

16.6 16 28 47 55 Yes 38 

16.6 16 29 65 74 Yes 23 

16.6 12 n/a 0 < 1 No touched 

16.6 14 28 25 39 Yes 1 

16.6 15 27 30 39 Yes 9 

16.6 15 28 34 44 Yes 6 

16.6 15 27 26 34 Yes 6 

7 Discussion 
7.1 Measurement of field and surface charge density 

The field meter reading when not fitted with the field linearizing plate was about twice the field strength 

confirmed with the plate fitted at a distance of 25 mm (Figure 9). As the instrument is supplied for use 

without a linearising plate it suggests that in normal use with gap around 25 mm the field measured in a 

practical situation would be overestimated approximately by a factor of 2. This overestimation at least 

would be expected to give an additional factor of safety if the field meter is used for surface charge 

measurement in hazard evaluation. This does not consider any influence of an earthed operators hand 

holding the instrument or their body nearby, which would be expected to reduce the reading and reduce 

any safety factor. 

7.2 Charge transferred in the discharge 

The charge transferred for both probes is compared in Figure 20 with 10 nC and 60 nC levels. The 

significance of these is that in hazard evaluation, 10 nC is given as the maximum acceptable limit for 

Group IIC materials in Zone 1 or Zone 2. The 60 nC limit is given for Group IIA materials (Table 4 in 

[2]). 

There is a suggestion here that when used in charge transfer measurements for hazard evaluation with 

surface charge levels near the threshold of discharge, a 16.6 mm electrode would show risk for Group 

IIC materials at lower surface charge density (corona voltage) than a 25.4 mm probe. This raises the 

question whether smaller probes might continue this trend. 



Figure 20. Charge transferred compared for both probes with 10 nC and 60 nC lines 

The lack of measured charge transfer observed in Section 6.4 was stated to be consistent with consistent 

with a lack of ESD occurring. Nevertheless, there is another possibility that should be discussed. At the 

same time it is interesting to note that when a discharge occurs, the combined induced and transferred 

charge is typically much higher than was expected for induced charge alone.  

It has long been recognized that in charge transfer measurements not all the charge available to ESD is 

measured in the discharge circuit [18]. This is because the field from a fraction of the charge couples to 

the discharge probe, but the remainder couples to nearby earthy conductors or other objects. This is 

clearly seen in or model field plots of Figure 8 b and c. Before ESD occurs, the portion of the charge 

coupling to the probe (Figure 8c) is recorded as the equal and opposite polarity charge is induced on the 

electrode. On ESD occurring, however, this charge is merely neutralized by the discharge between the 

electrode and the target surface. The fraction of charge in the discharge that is recorded is presumably 

that which originates outside the area that couples to the electrode, and couples to the shield and other 

nearby conductors. This is consistent with charge transferred in the ESD being not obviously related to  

than the induced charge and perhaps indicates that the otherwise unmeasured part of the charge could 

be found from the induced charge on the electrode. 

So, a possible alternative explanation for lack of measured charge transfer occurring on the electrode 

touching the target, or at small gaps near the threshold conditions for ESD to occur, is that the charge 

transferred originates from the patch that is coupled to the electrode alone. This might, however, be 

expected to show as results in which the transferred charge appears zero but a final charge (Figure 18) 

is non-zero. In our limited experiments this has so far not been observed. 

 

7.3 Induced charge threshold for onset of discharge 

The induced charge in the probe appears related to the target charge density level at which discharges 

commence. In experiments with the probes set at 20 mm from the target (Figure 13), discharges 

commenced at 13 kV for the 25.4 mm probe and 11 kV for the 16.6 mm probe. Calculating the surface 

area of each and combining at a maximum charge density for breakdown of 26 µC m-2, gave predicted 

onset of discharges at 54 nC and 26 nC respectively. These approximate the induced charges levels at 

which discharges were sometimes observed. Various workers [8], [9], [10] have commented that the 

surface field required for breakdown at the surface of a spherical electrode increases as the electrode 

diameter is reduced. So, in practice the threshold for discharges occurring is likely to be higher than 

these values. It also seems from our approaching electrode results that a discharge does not necessarily 

occur as soon as the field strength is sufficient. There may be unidentified probabilistic and other factors 

which influence the onset of a discharge. This would explain why the induced charge threshold is often 

much greater than the anticipated breakdown level before discharges occur, and there is considerable 

variation in discharge gap for otherwise apparently similar conditions. Indeed, a discharge did not 

always occur when conditions appeared to be sufficient. The field criteria may indicate one of several 

factors that are required to initiate a discharge. Further work is required to understand these issues.  



8 Conclusions 
This work has focused on some areas around the conditions surrounding the evaluation of electrostatic 

discharge risks in hazard evaluation where an object (field meter or discharge electrode) approaches a 

charged insulating surface. Many of these were already known issues, but this work has aimed to clarify, 

understand and quantify them to some extent using analytic, computer modelling and experimental 

techniques. 

While it is known that a field meter without field linearizing plate will “see” an increase the measured 

field, this is how they are most often used in practice. We have quantified this for our EFM51 instrument. 

This was found to approximately double the field measured from a charged surface when held around 

25 mm from the surface. Other instruments and operating conditions are likely to give different results. 

Direct comparison suggests that in some cases the charge induced on a spherical electrode could be 

usefully used to evaluate the surface charge density of an insulator providing the characteristics of the 

probe are known. 

The field at the surface of the charged insulator target remains approximately constant for gaps greater 

than about 100 mm as the electrode approaches the target. Conversely, the field at the electrode tip 

increases strongly as gap is reduced below around 500 mm. A peak is shown in intensification for a gap 

just less than 100 mm although the field at the probe surface continues to increase as the gap is reduced. 

The field intensification at the electrode increases with reducing electrode diameter and was around 12 

for a 16.6 mm and 8.5 for a 25 mm sphere. This confirms that a considerable safety factor should be 

taken into account in cases where small earthed objects might approach a charged surface and target 

surface charge density is used to evaluate ESD risk. 

For a spherical electrode, one condition for the onset of discharge from the electrode corresponds to the 

charge on the sphere surface that gives a breakdown surface charge density and field strength. This 

charge density is dependent on the diameter of the electrode. A smaller electrode requires a smaller 

induced charge for discharge. Below the threshold of discharge, no significant charge was transferred 

even when the electrode touched the charged surface. Achievement of the critical electrode surface 

charge density did not always result in a discharge, which suggests that other factors might also be 

influential. Considerable variation was found in threshold of discharge, discharge gap and charge 

transferred in discharges obtained in apparently similar conditions. 

Our analysis suggests that discharges could occur at electrode-target gaps around 10-20 mm at lower 

target surface charge density than with gaps below 10 mm. This supports the view that at smaller gaps 

discharges could preferentially occur from the side of the electrode rather than at the axis closest point. 

In practical experiments, onset of discharge occurred at a lower target surface charge density for the 

smaller 16.6 mm diameter spherical electrode, when surface charge density was near the threshold for 

discharge occurring. This suggests that evaluation of discharge risk to sensitive Group IIC gases by 

charge transfer in discharges from a charged surface might be better done with smaller electrodes than 

currently specified by the standards.  

Conversely, above the threshold where discharges occur, higher charge transfer was obtained with the 

25.4 mm diameter electrode. This diameter electrode is suited for evaluating the risk of ignition to Group 

IIA gases by charge transfer in discharges from a charged surface. 

Given the variability of discharges and small number of our experiments, these findings would benefit 

from further work for confirmation. 
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ANNEX 1: Paschen’s Law 

The breakdown voltage between two surfaces varies with the product of gas number density n and the 

gap d between the surfaces. This variation in breakdown voltage with (nd) is known as Paschen’s law 

[12]. The following six expressions extend work on the Paschen curve by Mark Zaretsky (M. Zaretsky, 

personal communication, 5/19/1999). 

For large gaps greater than about 1.4 cm, the breakdown voltage in (1) has a slope of 3 V/m, which is 

the breakdown strength of air at atmospheric pressure. 
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For gap less than 1.4 cm down to 100 m, the breakdown voltage (2) has been investigated extensively 

[12].  
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 (2) 

The breakdown voltages for large gaps down to 100 m are most relevant to discharges between small 

radius objects and charged planar insulating materials. 

For gaps less than 100 m down to the Paschen minimum (~7.5 m), the breakdown voltage in (3) 

varies linearly with gap d. This linear segment simply connects the well-established result (2) with the 

Paschen minimum breakdown voltage. 
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 (3) 

Near the Paschen minimum (~7.5 m), the minimum breakdown voltage in air at atmospheric pressure 

in well-controlled laboratory experiments is 327 V [16]. In practical applications including, for example, 

electrophotographic electrostatic transfer, the Paschen minimum breakdown voltage in (4) is found to 

be about 360 V [11]. 
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PaschenV d V d m    (4) 

For gaps less than 4.8 m (small gaps), the voltage in (5) has a slope of 7.5×10+5 V/cm or 75 V/m [12] 

that is limited by non-linear effects such as field emission. This limited voltage is not a breakdown 

voltage because gas-phase ionization does not determine the current. This voltage limit is a modification 

to the Paschen curve. 
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For gaps less than 4.8 mm (small gaps), the Paschen breakdown voltage increases with decreasing gap. 

This increase in breakdown voltage is observed primarily at pressures well below atmospheric pressure. 

The approximate, empirical expression (6) illustrates this behavior with the breakdown voltage varying 

as 
2d 
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